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LDAP firewall works mainly by blocking any access on information stores particularly these
performed by non-admin users. In other words, it prevents organizations from facing denial of
service attacks which we all understand can make information unavailable to those that require
them. Numerous organizations are confronted by this challenge time and time yet again and this
can be simply because they don't have firewall for their LDAP directories and databases.

Operating together with LDAP proxy which can be a server that act as middleware layer among
LDAP client and directory servers, it may give load balancing, failover and merged auditing,
producing a secured atmosphere for all of the shops of information.

Using these two astounding security software program in your organization, it is possible to get
pleasure from many security features you cannot obtain in other related applications. First of all, it
can provide larger availability and scalability of information. In case 1 of your directories have come
to be unavailable for access, the plan can truly switch users seamlessly into the other directory
where information is out there. Yet another factor it might do is providing load balancing capabilities
in which it may aid balance the loads in backend directories making certain a more effective and
seamless delivery of information from the directory.

Administrators may also acquire extra access controls with this technology. They are going to be
capable of manage the directories according to the action of client like request and other attributes.
Although you may initially believe these two separate applications are essential to be installed or set
up, the exact same capabilities and rewards may be obtained after you use a single program called
virtual directory server or VDS.

A virtual directory can act as LDAP firewall or proxy and this can save your organizations against
applying further system. A virtual directory is lightweight and flexible in nature producing it simpler to
deploy within your organization and can not demand you with continuous and intensive
management and supervision.

Also by employing a virtual directory, you might discover it less complicated to migrate from your
present directory server for instance Sun directory server for an simpler and additional seamless
migration of information.
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